
Market Accessories
Genesis Décor specializes in designing and manufacturing durable, attractive, and easily installed 
area décor and cabinetry for micro market, office coffee service, and vending areas. We make your 
installation not only beautiful, but quick and easy because our units are shipped 90% pre-assembled.

Deck Out Your Markets!
Snack DisplaysSnack Displays

Snack Grids: One-sided snack grids 
are available in three widths (25”W, 
37”W and 49”W) and variable heights. 
They come with 12”L pegs and 12”W 
and/or 24”W baskets depending on the 
size of the grid. Shelves also may be 
added upon request. 

Snack Islands: Two-sided snack 
islands are available in three widths 
(25”W, 37”W and 49”W) and variable 
heights. They come with 12”L pegs and 
12”W and/or 24”W baskets depending 
on the size of the grid. Shelves also 
may be added upon request.



Gondolas: Two versions of four-sided gondolas are 
available: 32” and 42”. The 32” version holds 12”W 
baskets while the 42” holds 24”W baskets. Be aware 
that these may be difficult to fit through smaller 
doorways.

Snack displays are available with 
slatgrid (as shown) or black slatwall.

Slatgrid and Slatwall: Our various 
cabinetry lines come standard with either 
slatgrid or slatwall in the backs of our 
snack cabinets to hang pegs, baskets 
and shelves. Slatgrid and slatwall may 
be installed in the upper backs of kiosk 
and coffee cabinets as well. Ask us about 
the line you plan to order and we can 
customize it as needed. 
 Slatgrids come in 12”W, 24”W and 
36”W versions and may be cut to height 
in 3” increments. Slatwall is available 
in Black and Carolina Steel, and has 
aluminum inserts for additional durability.



Pegs, Baskets and Shelves: Pegs are available in 4”L and 
12”L. Baskets are available in 12”W and 24”W (both are 12”D 
and 6”H). Our shelves may include black offset molding or 
lexan fronts, and come with slantable hanging brackets.

Countertop Cubby UnitsCountertop Cubby Units

We offer four styles of tabletop cubby components. Pictured from left 
to right are:

 • Option 1 which includes four 4.25” x 7” stainless steam table 
  bins on a top slanted shelf with lower storage.

 • Option 2 which includes upper open slanted shelf with lower 
  storage. 

 • Option 3 which includes upper and lower slanted shelves. 

 • Option 4 which includes line-bored sides for adjustable shelves 
  that may be straight or slanted. The shelves may include black 
  offset molding or lexan fronts. The cubby may be sized as 
  needed.



Trash UnitsTrash Units

Our trash units are available 
in single (22.5”)  and double 
(44.25”) wide versions, both are 
22.125”D and 37”H.
  They have a 6” grommet hole 
above each trash liner. The 
liners are sized to fit precisely 
to ensure no trash falls around 
the liner to the bottom of the 
cabinet.

Microwave CabinetsMicrowave Cabinets

Each of our lines of micro market cabinetry have matching microwave cabinets. We offer two 
additional styles of microwave cabinets: countertop stands that come standard at 42”H and 
vending décor units that come standard at 72”H. Single- and double-wide versions are available. 
Most of our microwave  
units come with four-
compartment black cutlery/
condiment bins, and some 
have locking storage. Ask 
your sales representative 
for details.
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Contact Us:
Wil Arrington, Director of Sales 
804-561-4844 
wilarrington@genesisdecor.com

Learn More:
Visit GenesisDecor.com to find out more about 
our various cabinetry lines, graphics, and color 
options. 

LightingLighting

Puck lights may be requested in kiosk, coffee, and snack 
cabinets. 
 The puck is a recess-mounted 12V (240 lumens 
and 2.5 watts) LED light with satin chrome aluminum 
finish and an opaque white polycarbonate lens. It has 
a pivoting head that allows you to direct the light to 
your desired location.
 The puck includes an 18” connecting cable to 
string multiple lights together. A linking cable 
and power supply are included with each lighted 
cabinet.


